
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 
Challenger SRT 8 Perforated Plenum Cover Illuminated 

PART #153027 

Parts Included: 

1-Stainless Perforated Plenum Cover Illuminated

Introduction: This new plenum cover has been designed for the SRT8 hemi engine.  It is a very easy part to 
install with no tools and or special preparations. It is a handmade all stainless accessory you will love for years. 

Liner Information:  Your new accessories will come to you with a protective surface liner. Leave this liner in 
place until the installation is complete to prevent finger prints and or possible scratches during installation. 

1. Your new cover has been designed to simply place securely directly on top of the factory SRT8 plenum.
It has been designed to utilize all of the valleys and forms of the factory plenum to hold it secure from
shifting in any direction and or vibrations. Before you begin to set this cover in place take a moment to
lift off the protective liner from the lower edges of the cover as this will be very difficult to achieve
once the new cover is in place.

2. Now that you have removed some of the liner set it directly onto the plenum. Because of the angled
front you will need to force the front end of the covers angled shape warping the entire shape of the
cover slightly to allow it to adapt to the shape of the factory plenum. Once you have passed the front
area the cover will reform itself and allow you to set it into the factory cast plenum. It is the set tension
of the cover that will allow it to remain in place nice and secure. You will notice that the covers lower
edges will match the plenums valleys and shape providing a nice and stable final position providing a
beautiful high tech look to what otherwise is a kind of bulky and odd looking engine plenum.

3. Wire your lighting.

When it comes to quality chrome trim and accessories, American Car Craft is the brand you can depend on.

https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html
https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/

